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Insnection Summary

inspection on July 19 throuch 30.1993 (Report No. '50-306/93015(DRP))
Areas Inspected: Special safety inspection by the resident inspectors of l

compliance issues related to the securing of the 05/D6 building safety-related
emergency equipment switchgear areas ventilation system (referred to as the
"D5/06 building HVAC system") for approximately 15% hours on July 19, 1993.

Results: One violation of NRC requirements war identified, involving
operating in a condition prohibited by the Prairie Island Technical
Specifications (TS). Specifically, TS 3.7.B,6 and 3.7.B.1 provide limiting
conditions for operation with respect to 4160 Volt and 480 Volt safeguards
buses, and EDGs. Allowed poriods of inoperability are specified in the TS for
a single train of each of the above systems. The D5/D6 building HVAC system
provides ventilation to the Unit 2 4160 Volt and 480 Volt safeguards bus rooms
and the D5 and 06 EDG control rooms. The design report for the Station
Blackout / Electrical Safeguards Upgrade Project (SB0/ESU) (which is part of the
current licensing basis for Unit 2) states that the D5/D6 HVAC system will
provide for removal of electrical equipment heat loads to maintain equipment
within qualification limits and operating limits during all plant operating
conditions. This design report clearly establishes that the D5/D6 HVAC system
is an essential support system for the electrical equipment contained in the
rooms that this ventilation system serves. Therefore, absent engineering
justification to the contrary, the cooling function of the D5/06 HVAC system
is required to ensure that Unit 2 safeguards electrical equipment is operable.
No engineering evaluation was performed to define the specific set of
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conditions for which the D5/D6 HVAC system is required, and no guidance was i
trovided to' the operators regarding the essential support function of this !

system. Consequently, securing both trains of the D5/06 HVAC system on ;
July-19, 1993, placed both trains of Unit 2, 4160 Volt and 480 Volt safeguards !

ibuses and the D5 and D6 EDGs in an inoperable condition. Operation at power
in this condition is prohibited by the TS.
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REPORT DEiAILS

1. Event Description and Inspectors' Review

The D5/06 building is a receraly constructed, seis;nic Category I
building which houses the new Unit 2 emergency diesel. generators (EDGs)
and associated Class IE electrical distribution equipment for Unit 2
engineered safety features loads. Safeguards electrical equipment areas
of the building, including the 4160 Volt bus rooms, 480 Volt bus rooms,
and EDG local control rooms, are provided with a " safety-related
emergency equipment switchgear areas ventilation system" (referred to as
the "D5/06 building HVAC system"). This system is separate from another
safety-related system which provides ventilation for the diesel engine-
rooms.

Each train of DS/D6 building HVAC provides ventilation for one train of
safeguards equipment. Train A HVAC supplies ventilation to the Unit 2
train A safeguards electrical buses and the DS EDG control room. Train
B HVAC supplies ventilation to the Unit 2 train B safeguards electrical
buses and the D6 EDG control room. Each train of the 05/D6 building
HVAC system contains two,100 percent capacity supply fans in a common
plenum taking suction from fresh and recirculated air (the amount of
recirculation is dependent upon outdoor temperatures and equipment room
temperatures). Each train also contains two, 100 percent' capacity
return fans in a common plenum that discharge either. to atmosphere, or
to the supply fan suction plenum in the recirculation mode. A supply
and return fan operate as a pair, and a single, three position switch
("on," "off," and " auto") is used to control operation of one pair of
fans.

During the week of July 12, 1993, the licensee noted that filter
material debris was being distributed throughout the electrical
equipment areas of the D5/D6 building from the ductwork of the HVAC
system. A work request (WR) was initiated by the D5/D6 building HVAC
system engineer (WR #U3479-ZG) to, " Investigate possible roll-up filter
deterioration on supply fan suction for Db/D6. Replace filter media as
necessary." The automatic filter feeding mechanism for each supply fan
is a non-safety related component and the work request was written as -
"non-Q." A non-Q work request requircs fewer reviews before approval
than does a Q-work request. Additionally, there was no indication on
the WR that there was a connection between 05/06 building HVAC system
operation and the operability of components in the rooms served by the
system. An isolation and restoration (I&R) form was generated as an
attachment to the WR, specifying the system isolation required before
work could commence.

At 9:00 p.m., on July 18, 1993, the Unit 2 duty shift supervisor
reviewed the WR and authorized removal of the 05/D6 building HVAC system
from service per the system isolation on the associated I&R form. At
12:45 a.m. on July 19,-1993, both trains of the D5/D6 building HVAC
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system were secured by placing the control switches (located in the - |
local D5 and D6 EDG control rooms) for each pair of supply and return

^

,

fans in the "off" position and attaching " SECURE" equipment control-
cards, to these switches. The licensee normally uses SECURE cards when,

,

'an isolation is performed for equipment protection and uses "HDLD" cards
when an isolation is performed for personnel safety. !

.

Actual work completed while the system was secured included replacement !
of one supply fan's associated roll-up filter and manual advancement of- '

the remaining three roll-up filters. Protective screens in front of-the t

supply fans were also removed to facilitate cleaning. The HVAC system
was returned to service at 4:05 p.m. on July 19, after the SECURE cards
had been removed from the fan control switches and the switches returned :

to the " auto" position. The 05/D6 HVAC system had been secured for 15 .

hours and 20 minutes. j

During the briefing on plant equipment status and scheduled work factivities at the licensee's morning meeting on July 19, 1993, the ,

licensee announced that the D5/D6 building HVAC system was !

out-of-service due to the replacement of associated filter media. The
plant manager asked if the work activity would create any operability
concerns for the D5 or D6 EDGs. A member of the licensee's staff 1"

responded that there would be no operability impact because the DS and |
D6 EDGs each have their own additional, safety-related room ventilation i

system and therefore would not be affected by this activity. Following 'j
the morning meeting, the inspectors questioned the 05/D6 building HVAC !,

system engineer about the work activity and what operability impact this |
activity had on the electrical equipment served by the HVAC system. The !

| inspectors were concerned about the potential operability impact on the |
Unit 2 safeguards electrical buses due to the secured HVAC system. i

|
At the weekly "NRC issues" meeting on July 21, 1993, the inspectors< ,

expressed a concern that the July 19, 1993, DS/D6 building HVAC system
outage may have impacted the operability of Class 1E electrical ;

equipment. The inspectors stated that they would be reviewing this j

issue further. j

| The inspectors walked down the D5/D6 building HVAC system with the D5/06 i

EDG system engineer on July 21, 1993. This engineer was not involved in '

.

the initiation of the HVAC work request; another engineer has system
responsibility for the HVAC system. However, the 05/D6 EDG system
engineer has an overall " projects oversight" function for the mechanical
systems within the D5/D6 building. After the system walkdown with the
inspectors, the 05/D6 EDG system engineer initiated an " Operations Note"
which stated:,

]

"The 05/D6 building supply and return fans are essential support
equipment, and must be operated continuously to maintain
operability of the Unit 2 4 kV and 480 V buses and the panels in
the diesel control rooms. One set of supply and return fans may
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be 005 [out-of-service] indefinitely. If at least one set of fans j
cannot be maintained operable. the LC0 [ limiting condition for ;

operation] specified in TS 3.7.B.1 and 3.7.B.6 shall be applied." ;
' |

The next day, an additional comment was added to the Operations Note !

which stated that, "this note is an interim measure until an engineering !
analysis is completed to determine the need for room ventilation. This j
guidance is felt to be conservative." j

.

The licensee requested a meeting with the inspectors on July 23, 1993, ;

regarding the D5/D6 building HVAC issue. At this meeting, the licensee !
reported that portions of the HVAC system had been secured in the past j

'

for various periods of time to (1)_ improve communications among j
maintenance, operations, and instrumentation and controls personnel
during work activities in the D5/D6 building, since operation of the i

'HVAC system was very noisy; and (2) facilitate system troubleshooting in
response to differential pressure conditions between the 05/D6 building
and the turbine building which had resulted in the failure of vital area ,

'door latches. The licensee stated that the practice of securing the
HVAC system was based on the premise that the system's function as
support equipment for 4160 Volt and 480 Volt buses would be maintained
by restarting the fans upon receipt of bus room high temperature or
DS/D6 building HVAC system trouble alarms in the main control room. The .

'licensee considered alarm respcnse a sufficient compensatory measure for
securing the ventilation system. Additionally, the licensee stated that

,

securing the D5/D5 building HVAC system in the case of.the July 19 event r
,

was acceptable because the system was always "available" to perform its
.

1

function. |
|
'

The licensee also provided the inspectors with a preliminary engineering
evaluation which concluded that, based on the initial conditions at the i

time the HVAC system was secured, and assuming a design basis accident
with a loss-of-offsite power, electrical safeguards bus room and EDG !
control room temperatures would not have exceeded equipment |
qualification limits during the time .that the HVAC system was :
out-of-service. j

The inspectors interviewed members of the operating crew that was ,

onshift during the time of the July 19 event, and also interviewed the !
D5/D6 system engineer. The purpose of these interviews was to
understand licensee personnel perceptions'on what essential support i

equipment is in general, the availability of equipment that has been j
isolated using equipment control cards, and operation of the D5/D6 !

building HVAC system. Based on the results of these interviews, the
inspectors concluded that there was a distinct difference in opinion
among the operators with respect to what systems are considered4

essential support systems for operability of parent systems / components.
For example, operators recognized that some systems have a direct link
to operability of a parent system / component, such as lube oil and
starting air for an EDG. However, most operators were not aware of the
link between room ventilation / cooling systems and the operability of
equipment in the rooms that these ventilation / cooling systems serve.

5
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'Some operators stated that removing a safety injection (SI) pump motor

cooler from service does not require entry into a TS limiting condition '

for operation (LCO), while other operators stated that removing the
motor cooler from service would require entering the appropriate LCO for i

an inoperable SI pump. -

. .

With respect to the availability of equipment that has been isolated :
'using equipment control cards, there was a consistent opinion among

those individuals interviewed that a system / component is not available ;

for service if it has been isolated with an equipment control card. In :

addition, there is a specific process which must be followed in !
restoring this system / component to service. This process involves i-

determining the status of the activity, e.g. maintenance, for which the
isolation was required, obtaining approval for system / component ,

restoration, removing the equipment control cards, and restoring the
system / component to its normal operating configuration. While the time ;

that it takes to complete this process may vary dependent upon the |e

extent of the system / component isolation and required reconfiguration, ;
it must be completed before the subject system / component can be used. r

i

Based on their interviews with selected licensee personnel, the i
inspectors identified that a mindset had developed among the operators j
with regard to operation of the D5/D6 building HVAC system. This ;

mindset was that it is an acceptable practice to secure the subject !
system, ind was based on the fact that the system had been secured for a *

'

variety (f reasons in the past with no attendant discussion of the
impact on electrical equipment operability. From the operators' ;

perspective, there was no apparent need to consider operability in the !
case of the July 19 event. This concept was reinforced by the fact that !

the HVAC system maintenance activity was controlled with a non-Q WR and
;j that this WR did not contain any reference to electrical equipment !

,

operability. |
.

The 05/D5 system engineer informed the inspectors that there was an :
; " engineering-based thought process" involved in justifying previous !

instances where the D5/D6 building HVAC system had been secured. This ;'

thought process focused on system " availability" rather than whether the fi

system was required to ensure equipment operability. The system j
,

engineer stated that there was no documented basis for securing the
system permanently. However, he concluded that toe system could be

j secured to support various activities such as maintenance and testing,
by placing associated fan control switches in the "off" position. The1 ,

i system engineer concluded that this condition did not render the HVAC '

| system unavailable to perform its intended cooling function. If en |
! alarm was received in the control room, indicating the reed for '

j ventilation, the subject fans could be easily turned on. The system
engineer stated that the use of equipment control cards on the fan i

control switches to maintain system configuration control would make the j

| associated fans unavailable to perform their support function. The
system engineer stated that on one previous occasion both pairs of fans ,

for a given train had been taken out-of-service for maintenance on a !
single fan. The fan control switches for both pairs of fans had been !

! !

! 6
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placed in the "off" position, however, the power supply breaker for the j
fan associated with the maintenance activity was opened at the local j
motor control center, and a HOLD equipment control card attached to this .

breaker. The system' engineer stated that with this system !
configuration, he did not consider the pair of fans associated with the |carded breaker available, however, he considered the pair of fans ,

without equipment control tags available to provide equipment cooling. |

The D5/06 system engineer informed the inspectors that on separate !
occasions he had been asked by the general superintendent of plant '

-

operations and a shift manager whether it was acceptable to secure the
D5/D6 building HVAC system indefinitely. The system engineer's response. ,

was that one pair of fans per train should be operating continuously, j
The engineer provided the inspectors with three principal reasons for '

this conclusion: 1) this was the. system's normal- configuration per !
system checklists when the SB0/ESU project was turned over to ;<

operations, 2) if the HVAC system were not in operation, it would not be |e

possible to have a " black board" either in the EDG control room or the ;

main control room, and 3) the HVAC system is the only ventilation system !
; in tha electrical portions of the 05/D6 building that provides fresh i

air -- it would be reasonable to assume that some form of air handling i
unit should be in operation at all times to provide fresh air and remove !

unwanted gases (CO,). !

i

2. Jnspectors' Conclusions f
The design report for the SB0/ESU Project (which is part of the current
licensing basis for Unit 2) provides a description of the D5/06 building i
HVAC system and its design function. Included in the design report are i

the following statements which indicate that the system provides an !
essential support function to equipment located in the rooms' it serves. !

"The vertical benchboard and control panels in the diesel generator
control room must be maintained during all plant operating conditions at'

a temperature less than 104 degrees F. The HVAC system will be designed ;

to maintain component operating temperatures." Also, "The safety ;

j.
equipment areas will be designed to limit ambient critical room j

related ventilation system for the D5/06 control room and electrical j

temperatures to 104 degrees F without supplemental cooling. Outside air i~ will be supplied to the area by one normally operating vane axial fan '

: with an installed, operator selectable back-up fan provided." j
'The inspectors reviewed the following excerpts from the Prairie Island

TS for applicability to this event: |
, ;

j TS 3.7.B |
i

'

During STARTUP OPERATION or POWER OPERATION, any of the following ;

conditions of inoperability may exist for the times specified, !

,
provided STARTUP OPERATION is discontinued until 0PERABILITY is !

i restored. If OPERABILITY is not restored within the time i

!
>
'

| 7 !
,
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specified, place the affected unit (s) in at least liOT SHUTDOWN
within the next 6 hours and be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

TS 3.7.B.6

One 4 kV safeguards bus (and its associated 480 V bus (Unit 2:
buses} including associated safeguards motor control centers) or
one 480 V safeguards bus including associated safeguards motor
control centers may be inoperable or not fully energized for
8 hours provided the redundant 4 kV safeguards bus and its
associated 480 V safeguards bus (Unit 2: buses) are verified
OPERABLE and the diesel generator and safeguards equipment
associated with the redundant train are OPERABLE.

TS 3.7.B.1

One diesel generator may be inoperable for 7 days provided (a) the
OPERABILITY of the other diesel generator is demonstrated...
within 24 hours, (b) all engineered safety features equipment
associated with the operable diesel generator is OPERABLE, (c) the
two required paths from the grid to the unit 4 kV safeguards
distribution system are OPERABLE and (d) the OPERABILITY of the

:

two required paths from the grid shall be verified OPERABLE within
1 hour and at least once per 8 hours thereafter.

The TS definition of OPERABLE or OPERABILITY
l

A system, subsystem, train, component or devica shall be OPERABLE
'

or have OPERABILITY when it is capabla of performing its specified'

function (s). Implicit in this definition shall be the assumption
that all necessary attendant instrumentation, controls, normal and
emergency electrical power sources, cooling or seal water,
lubrication or other auxiliary equipment-that are required for the
system, subsystem, train, component or device to perform its
function (s) are also capable of performing their related support
function (s).

The definition of operability embodies a principle that a system can
perform its specified safety function only when all its necessary
support systems are capable of performing their related support
functions. Therefore, each licensee must understand which support
systems are necessary to ensure the operability of main systems and
components that perform specified safety functions. Such an
understanding is mandatory. Otherwise, the licensee will not be able to
implement the definition of operability. Furthermore, licensed
operators must understand the relationship between essential support
equipment / systems and parent. system / component operability.

In the case of the D5/D6 Building HVAC system, the Design Report for the
SB0/ESU project (which details the licensee's commitments for design,
procurement, fabrication, and construction related to the addition of

8
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;

two safeguards EDGs and upgrade of the safeguards electrical 4

distribution system), states that the 05/06 HVAC system will provide for
removal of electrical equipment heat loads to maintain equipment within
qualification limits and operating limits during all plant operating

;

conditions and will also provide sufficient air flow to prevent buildup '

of unwanted gases. This design report clearly establishes that the
D5/D6 HVAC system is an essential support system for the electrical !
equipment contained in the rooms that this ventilation system serves, !

specifically, Unit 2 4160 Volt and 480 Volt safeguards buses and
vertical benchboard and control panels in the D5/D6 EDG control rooms.
Additionally, the NRC has used this information as part of its bases for

'consideration in issuing a safety evaluation report on the SB0/ESU
project. i

Licensee management must provide training and/or guidance to the-
licensed operators as to what constitutes an essential support system
and which specific plant systems / components are considered essential for
ensuring the operability of the parent system / component. It was not
until the NRC inspectors raised a concern regarding the HVAC system i
support function, that the licensee provided guidance as to which ;

specific plant systems / components are considered essential for ensuring |the operability of the parent system / component. This guidance was in ;

'the form of a Daily Order and was specific only to ventilation and room
cooling systems. It was evident from the inspectors' discussions with i

selected operators that there is a distinct difference in opinion j
regarding what systems are considered essential support systems for !

operability of parent systems / components. A broader issue exists with j
how the licensee defines and treats essential support equipment in j
general.

The licensee maintained that the practice of securing the D5/D6 HVAC j
system supply and exhaust fans by placing the associated fan control
switches in the "off" position, did not render the respective HVAC
system inoperable because the fans can be restarted in response to ,

temperature alarms (specifically, Switchgear Room High Temperature and ,

D5 (D6) Control Building Ventilation System Trouble) and this alarm :
response served as compensatory action while the fans were secured. !

This is an acceptable practice provided the licensee (1) has -

demonstrated through engineering analysis that restarting the fans once j
the alarm setpoint is reached will prevent the associated safeguards !
electrical equipment from exceeding its operating temperature limits, :

and (2) has provided sufficient guidance to the control room operators ,

to ensure that the expected actions are taken in sufficient time to ,

,
prevent the parent system / component from becoming inoperable. No j
engineering analysis was performed, nor was any guidance provided to the i

'

operators prior to securing both trains of the D5/D6 HVAC system on |1 '

July 19, 1993.'

The design function of the D5/D6 HVAC system is to run continuously. |
The normal configuration for each train of this system is to have one j

"

pair of supply and exhaust fans operating with its fan control switch in i

" automatic" and the other pair of supply and exhaust fans in the standby;

9,
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condition available to start if temperature reaches the 100-degree lFahrenheit actuation setpoint. The licensee placed the HVAC system in a ;

-configuration whereby it could not perform its intended function unless j;

manual action was taken to clear equipment control tags and restart the I

fans. In short, the licensee relied on manual action versus automatic )
| action to ensure the specified cooling function of the HVAC system would i

be accomplished. The operators that were assigned to Unit 2 during the ;

evening shift on July 19, 1993, were not cognizant of this reliance on j
manual action to ensure the operability of Unit 2, 4160 Volt and 480 ;

Volt safeguards buses, and the operability of the vertical benchboard !.

and control panels in the D5/D6 EDG control room. Their basis for i
i removing the HVAC system from service by placing the fan control j

; switches in the "off'' position and attaching SECURE cards to these I

switches in support of an associated maintenance activity was that it |
' had always been an acceptable practice to secure the fans for varying i

i lengths of time, including several days.

1 Automatic action is frequently provided as a design feature specific to i

each system to ensure that the specified functions of the system will be !<

accomplished. Although it is possible, it is not expected that many j
determinations of operability will be successful for manual action in i

i place of automatic action. Credit for manual initiation to mitigate the ;

j consequences of design basis accidents should have been established as ;
'

part of the licensing review of the plant. For any other situation in ;

which substitution of manual action for automatic action may be |' acceptable, the licensee's determination of operability with regard to |
the use of manual action must focus on the physical differences between ;'

'

automatic and manual action and the ability of the manual action to'

accomplish the specified function. The physical differences that should j-

be considered include timing required for automatic action. The i

licensee should have written procedures in place and training i

accomplished on those procedures before substitution of any manual ;

action for automatic action. |
!

Guidance and training were not provided to operators such that they ;;

would take the required actions in response to an alarm condition 1

; (specifically, Switchgear Room High Temperature and D5 (D6) Control e

Building Ventilation System Trouble) within a specified time period. !
:

Interviews with selected operators indicated that the majority of I

operators consider equipment to be "out-of-service" or inoperable if ,

,

! SECURE cards have been placed on the subject equipment. It is not |
4 evident that operators would have taken timely action to restore the i

HVAC system since on-duty operators did not consider it an essential f

support system for electrical safeguards bus operability.-

IOn July 19, 1993, both trains of the D5/06 building HVAC system were
secured for approximately 15% hours. Since the D5/D6 building HVAC
system is a necessary attendant cooling system for the Unit 2, 4160 Volt ,

'and 480 Volt safeguards buses and the D5 and D6 EDG vertical benchboard
,

] and control panel, the Unit 2., 4160 Volt and 480 Volt safeguards buses
| and the D5 and D6 EDGs were inoperable during the time that the D5/D6 j

i

! i
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building HVAC system was secured. With one 4160 Volt bus and its
associated 480 Volt safeguards buses considered inoperable the licensee ;

ishould have applied- and followed TS 3.7.B.6.. With both 4160 Volt and
their associated 480 Volt safeguards buses inoperable, the licensee ,

should have_ applied and followed TS 3.0.C. Similarly, with one EDG ;

inoperable, the licensee should have entered TS 3.7.B.1 and with both ;

EDGs inoperable, the licensee should have applied and followed.TS 3.0.C. !

The failure to follow the referenced technical specifications is ,

considered a violation (50-306/93015-01(DRP)). ;

!

The inspectors have addressed other safeguards equipment room !

ventilation / cooling issues with the licensee in a recent in:pection i-

report (Report No. 50-282/93008; 50-306/93008). The inspectors
questioned the licensee regarding the process by which issues discussed ;

in NRC inspection reports are disseminated among the licensee's staff. ;
;

3. Safety Sionificance j

The inspectors concluded that the safety significance of securing the
D5/D6 building HVAC system for approximately 15% hours was minimal. i

The large volume of space in the Class IE bus rooms and the large ;

surface area of the concrete walls and floors would help delay room !

heat-up and allow additional time for the HVAC system to be manually ii

started, if required. However, a broader issue that requires licensee j
management attention has been identified as a result of investigation

,

into the out-of-service condition of the D5/D6 HVAC system. This issue !

relates to how the licensee defines and treats essential support
.

equipment in general. This issue involves the processes for turning |
; over design information that defines a particular system / component's i

support function, from engineering groups involved in activities such as :
'the SB0/ESU project and the configuration management program to the"

plant systems engineering groups, and the translation of this-
J information into procedural guidance for operators. Licensee management
1 has the responsibility to provide its operators with the tools they need

.

;
I to safely operate the plant. This violation was the result of licensee ;

management's failure to provide its operators with adequate guidance to |
implement the definition of operability relative to essential support i

equipment. )
!

4. Licensee Actions j

IThe licensee's actions in response to the inspectors' concerns related
to the securing of the D5/D6 HVAC system, were prompt and conservative.
These actions included the issuance of the Operations Note discussed in
paragraph 1 and the issuance of a " Daily Order" on July 30, 1993,
addressing equipment operability considerations when heat removal
systems are removed from service. The Order states that, "Any work
activities that take the following heat removal equipment out-of-service
must explicitly address operability of the associated equipment. Should
any of the following equipment fail, the following very conservative
action shall be taken." The Order lists unit coolers and ventilation

,

i
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systems and the appropriate TS LC0 Action statement that. should be ;

entered. The Order is indicated to be an interim measure until . further j

engineering documentation is collected. |
i

The licensee performed preliminary calculations to demonstrate that the
equilibrium temperature in the Unit 2. safeguards ~ bus rooms and the D5/D6 |
EDG control rooms, with the HVAC system secured for approximately :

'15% hours, would not exceed operating temperature limits for the
electrical equipment in these rooms. Based on those calculations, the
licensee concluded that operating temperature limits would not be j,
exceeded for.the set of conditions that existed on July 19, 1993. The

,

inspectors reviewed these calculations and concluded that the results |

were based on adequate engineering analysis.
>

The licensee has committed to perform a more detailed and broader
,

scoping analysis to evaluate the significance of securing the D5/D6 HVAC :
'

system for various periods of time and to determine under what set of [
conditions this support system is required. In addition, as part of its |
long term corrective action, the licensee is considering conducting an !
engineering evaluation of all room cooling systems to develop a " matrix" i

,

that would identify the operability impact on equipment if one or more ;

of these ventilation / cooling systems are removed from service.
I: 5. Manaaement Interview

i The inspectors met with the licensee representatives denoted in
paragraph 6 after the conclusion of the inspection period on
July 30,1993. The inspectors discussed the purpose and scope of the |inspection and the findings. The inspectors also discussed the likely j

informational content of the inspection report with regard to documents i;

or processes reviewed by the inspectors during the inspection. The r

licensee did not identify any ducuments or processes as proprietary. ;

The inspectors also met with the licensee representatives denoted in |
paragraph 6 on August 6,1993, to discuss the results of the NRC Region '

III enforcement evaluation and review process relative to violation j
; 50-306/93015-01(DRP). ]

i

6. Persons Contacted :
!
'E. Watzl, Site General Manager'

*#M. Wadley, Plant Manager !
#K. Albrecht, General Superintendent, Engineering i,

*#J. Sorensen, General Superintendent, Plant Operations !
#M. Reddemann, General Superintendent, Electrical and Instrumentation !4

'

Systems |
*G. Lenertz, General Superintendent, Plant Maintenance !
*R. Lindsey, General Superintendent, Safety Assessment i

#B. Fraser, Superintendent, Mechanical / Civil Engineering
*#B. Stephens, Superintendent, Systems Engineering-Mechanical
*J. Mcdonald, Superintendent, Site Quality Assurance ;
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J. Maki, Superintendent, Electrical Systems !

J. Anderson, Shift Manager.
L. Anderson, Shift Manager .

D. Wagenmann, Shift Supervisor |
W. Eppen, Nuclear Lead Plant Equipment and Reactor Operator ;

M. Thompson, Project Engineer- !
#A. Hunstad, Staff Engineer i
#G. Thoraldson, Production Engineer |

P. Braaten, Production Engineer !
#B. McCabe,-Acting Section Chief NRC '

#M. Dapas, Senior Resident Inspector, NRC |
!#R. Bywater, Resident Inspector, NRC

#C. Orsini, Reactor Engineer, NRC- -|
3

# and * denote those present at the management interviews of !

July 30, 1993, and August 6, 1993, respectively. l
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